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SOLIDWORKS Visualize Boost will Save You 
A Boat-load of Cash Each Project 

 
 

Want to render jobs in a fraction of the time? 

Then SOLIDWORKS Visualize Boost is your answer. 
 

“Thanks to the render power shared between our Visualize Boost machines, we 

have nearly quadrupled our production capacity. This enables us to create a ton of 

images and animations in a short time, while keeping the quality truly 

photographic, which is one of the main strengths of Visualize.” 

ZAMAK Design – leading product design consultancy 

 

These are some of the benefits of deploying Visualize Boost: 
 

 Instantly boost your design productivity 

 Iterate at breakneck speeds which shortens design cycles and saves cost 

 Reduce costly physical prototypes 

 Squash your competition by beating them to the market 

 Render loads of jobs in parallel while continuing to set up next render jobs in Visualize Pro  

 Create more engaging content in the same amount of time as still images 

 Render more content faster than ever before! 

 Dramatically increase ROI on each product cycle 

 
WHAT IS SOLIDWORKS VISUALIZE BOOST? 

 Visualize Boost is our proprietary network rendering technology allowing you to send render 

jobs to a dedicated cluster of machine(s) to instantly boost render spend and content 

productivity. Similar to a printer queue in your office, Visualize Boost allows Visualize 

Professional users to send render jobs to other machine(s), freeing up your machine to keep 

using Visualize, CAD, or other demanding applications. 
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HOW WILL IT SAVE ME TONS OF MONEY EVERY PROJECT? 

 Remember this old adage; time = money. Well creating time is Visualize Boost’s bread and 
butter. Faster content production means accelerated design process, which means faster 
iterative cycles, allowing you to beat your competition to the market and ultimately make more 
money. 

 Create more dynamic and emotional content which allows your project pitch to stand out from 
the crowd or your target market to line up to buy your product. Get noticed with Visualize Boost! 

 Skip costly rounds of physical prototyping and rely on the speed of Visualize Boost and photo-
quality of Visualize Pro to create virtual prototypes. 

 Simple as that. Deploy Visualize Boost and rake in the dough. 
 

 
WHO SHOULD BE USING IT? 

 Anyone who needs to dramatically increase their render output can use Visualize Boost. This 
could be designers, engineers, or even your marketing team. 

 
 
HOW TO GET STARTED? 

 If you already have Visualize Professional and are on active Subscription, you receive Visualize 
Boost complimentary! Download Visualize Boost using the SOLIDWORKS Installation Manager. 

 Need to purchase more Visualize Boost seats? Simply contact your SOLIDWORKS Reseller. 
 
 
For additional information on Visualize Boost, please check out our website and online help. 
 
 

 
*All images created in Visualize 

http://www.solidworks.com/sw/products/visualization/solidworks-visualize-professional.htm
http://www.solidworks.com/sw/products/visualization/solidworks-visualize-boost.htm
http://help.solidworks.com/2017/English/Visualize/c_about_visualize_boost.htm?id=eddb0f9dfe1a4a90b83d81b20327bd7a#Pg0&ProductType=&ProductName=

